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PLA Primer
I. Introduction

Project Labor Agreements (PLAs) provide one of the most effective project planning tools available for large capital facility construction projects. As evidenced by a growing national trend involving over $160 billion of PLA-construction, project owners in both the public and private sector are increasingly utilizing this tool to protect capital investments and ensure successful project delivery.

By providing facility owners with a unique and exceptionally reliable source of skilled, trained manpower in all applicable trades, PLAs promote safe, timely, cost-effective construction delivered to the highest quality standards. Moreover, due to looming skill shortages in the construction industry, PLAs help address long-term needs of project owners by providing a highly effective strategy for recruiting and training the next generation of skilled construction workers, thus assisting the industry’s critical need for future workforce planning and development.

But economic and business advantages for project owners are not the only thing PLAs do. In addition, PLAs permit public and private owners to leverage capital facility investments in a way that generates substantial benefits for local communities. Because PLAs rely on local building trade union referral systems, workers recruited for and deployed on projects are generally local residents who receive good wages and health care and pensions and the very best skill training and education the industry has to offer the construction trades.

This paper provides an overview of these various benefits and, together with the attached Briefing Book, highlights the growing trend of PLA-construction. Given the effectiveness of this tool to improve construction project planning and execution, this is a trend that is likely to continue in the future as more project owners throughout the industry recognize its utility.

II. PLA Basics: Key Component of Effective Capital Facility Planning

Project Labor Agreements are single-site collective bargaining agreements between building trade unions and site contractors that govern terms and conditions of employment for all craft labor on the designated construction project. When used on large capital projects, PLAs are included in project specifications at the direction of the project owner for the purpose of promoting core project goals: quality, safety, timely delivery and cost-efficiency.

More specifically, from a project owner’s perspective, PLAs are used to provide: (1) access to reliable local supply sources for highly trained, highly skilled construction craft labor; (2) no-strike/alternative dispute resolution provisions to prevent labor disputes and related project delays; (3) significant cost reductions through minimized risks of disruption and delay, a higher-quality work product, and uniform rules that translate into lower administrative costs.1

PLAs have been used in the private and public sectors for nearly a century and three-quarters of a century, respectively. It is not by accident that PLAs have been used for so long. The advantages PLAs provide in time, quality, safety, and cost-efficiency are the driving reasons behind the long history of these agreements.

These are the same reasons for their consistent expansion over time, to the point where it was recently documented that project owners in various industries and market sectors have used PLA-construction to deliver over $160 billion of capital facilities construction projects throughout the U.S.\textsuperscript{2} Successful tools prove themselves.

Significantly, use of PLAs in the private sector, driven primarily by cost-efficiencies, has long outpaced the public sector. But public sector use has also markedly increased in recent years, as successes of private corporations in this area have come to light, including those of leading Fortune 100 and 500 companies, including Toyota, General Motors, Wal-Mart, Bank of America, CVS, Target, Sunoco and Disney. Thus, government officials and agencies increasingly use PLAs because they produce timely, cost-effective project delivery that protects capital investments\textsuperscript{3}

Consistent with these developments, President Obama issued Executive Order 13502 to promote PLA-construction in the federal sector.\textsuperscript{4} As a result of this initiative, the federal government has greater access to the same proven project management tool used by numerous corporations and state and local governments. This is an important and necessary step toward further realizing a federal procurement system that secures for taxpayers the best value in major government acquisitions.

\section*{III. Economic Benefits for Project Owners: Safe, Timely, Cost-Effective Delivery}

Construction is a highly specialized, highly skilled, and highly-labor intensive industry that requires numerous contractors, both union and non-union, and crafts to work collaboratively and efficiently to achieve common project goals. Accordingly, the degree of coordination and the skills, quality and reliability of the craft labor workforce used on a given project will each have a direct and substantial impact on successful project delivery. The absence of either can make or break a project.

By securing access to the best-trained, most highly skilled local workforce available, PLAs promote safe, timely, cost-effective execution of capital projects, resulting in innumerable economic benefits for project owners and other public or private parties responsible for or dependent upon such projects. Such benefits have been documented in several major studies aimed at evaluating the efficacy and economic benefits of PLA-construction.\textsuperscript{5} These studies demonstrate that PLAs help to maximize efficiency, minimize risks, reduce costs and ensure timely project delivery.\textsuperscript{6}

The benefits of PLAs, particularly access to reliable sources of highly-skilled craft labor, are also increasingly important as an aging workforce and acute skill shortages subject projects to greater levels


\textsuperscript{6}See id.
of risk. These trends, which will obviously also impact project cost and quality, require project owners to take serious and more pro-active measures to ensure reliable project staffing for capital facilities programs. PLAs can assist these efforts and play a useful, even decisive role in future workforce development.

IV. Workforce Development: Building a Skilled Workforce for the Future

As noted, the construction industry nationwide is facing severe skill shortages. This problem threatens to reach a crisis point in the near future, could undermine capital facilities planning and adversely impact projects relating to critical infrastructure, economic development and other major public works programs. PLAs help combat this problem by encouraging needed investment in high skills training programs both in the short-term and in the long-term.

In the short-term, PLAs guarantee project owners an adequate supply of highly skilled craft workers through union hiring halls or referral systems. While local referral systems are usually adequate, these systems can also call upon workers from surrounding regions and across the county if needed to meet local demands. In addition, PLAs can help expand the long-term supply of craft workers needed for the future. When PLAs are used, local union referral systems are forced to expand their capacity and recruit and train more workers to meet manpower demand. This, in turn, facilitates long-term workforce planning and development, which is critically needed by the industry.

Moreover, construction is a highly specialized industry that requires the deployment of multiple, diverse crafts. As studies have shown, however, the open shop sector provides training in some trades but maintains little or no presence in others. The open shop has also been unable to develop or maintain an effective system of craft training that ensures open shop workers uniformly meet requisite, minimum skill standards. For these and other reasons, it fails to adequately invest in skill training or produce sufficient numbers of properly trained workers. This, in fact, is one of the primary causes of the industry's current skill shortages.

In contrast, union construction apprenticeship programs regularly invest over $600 million in state-of-the-art training programs every single year, provide a quality of training that is far superior and maintain programs that cover the wide range of all essential crafts needed for large capital facility projects. Thus, the use of PLA-construction, which provides work opportunities to union referral systems that have a greater capacity to recruit, train and deploy the next generation of skilled construction craft personnel, serve the long-term workforce development interests of project owners.

V. Local Community Benefits: Local Jobs, Good Wages & Excellent Training

In addition to providing high value to project owners, PLAs offer many important benefits to local communities affected by capital projects, including local employment opportunities, good wages and the best skill training opportunities available in the industry.

A. Local Hiring: PLAs are structured to require that all project contractors hire their craft labor through local union hiring halls or referral systems. Local hiring is of particular value to public project owners because of the multiplier effect it has on taxpayer investments. They understand that local workers purchase good and services at local businesses, which, in turn, provide jobs, healthcare and other benefits to other local workers.

---


B. **Good Wages:** By establishing good, livable wages for all site workers, PLAs ensure that local workers will receive a decent income, which, in turn, supports the local economy. Good wages also help attract the best qualified workers to the project and protect local residents from the unscrupulous practices of companies that hire transient workers at substandard wages.

C. **Cutting-Edge Skills Training:** Skill training programs operated by local Building Trades Unions provide the best training available in today’s construction industry. In fact, a number of recent studies conducted across the country demonstrate that union apprenticeship programs attract and graduate far more apprentices, including more minority and female apprentices, and can be counted on to train for all essential construction trades. These programs include more advanced training for more experienced workers and provide meaningful, life-long career opportunities to participants.

D. **Health Care & Pension Benefits:** Since PLAs incorporate local union collective bargaining agreements, they also ensure that workers on the project receive adequate health care and pension coverage. These benefits promote a better quality of life for local workers and protect local jurisdictions from having to subsidize such benefits for workers who do not receive them from their employers.

V. **Keeping the “PLA Debate” Honest – Sorting Fact From Fiction**

Notwithstanding the substantial and compelling case for and evidence in support of PLAs, certain groups, namely non-union contractor organizations, oppose these agreements. Unfortunately, these opponents have little interest in having an honest debate on the issue or in developing effective workforce policies for federal construction.

Instead, opponents condemn PLAs outright and propagate blatant untruths and distorted facts in support of their position. They have, for example, used cost-increases in the notorious Boston Big Dig project to attack PLAs, when the labor agreement had nothing to do with cost-overruns on the job caused by design problems and unforeseen site conditions.

Likewise, opponents falsely maintain that the use of PLAs on federal projects will serve to exclude a majority of the nation’s merit shop contractors and non-union workers. The fact is, however,

---


11 See [www.BCTD.org](http://www.BCTD.org). Collectively, the Building Trades Unions invest over $600 million per year in top quality apprenticeship and journeyperson training programs and maintain a nation-wide network of some 20,000 state-of-the-art training facilities throughout the U.S. and Canada. In addition, at least 75% of all apprentices participating in registered training programs are in Building Trades programs. As such, these programs account for the vast majority of bona fide training efforts in the industry.
PLAs are fully open to bidding to ALL contractors, union and non-union alike. What’s more, most public PLAs are undertaken in urban metropolitan areas, where prevailing wage surveys show that union workers comprise a majority of the affected workforce. Plus, non-union workers are permitted to seek work on PLA projects by applying through local union job referral systems and fully protected under federal labor law in doing so.

Because of these facts, and the considerable advantages PLAs offer, federal and state courts have widely upheld their use on public works projects. Further, it’s significant that the seminal court rulings in this area, including the leading case of Boston Harbor, decided 9 to 0 by a highly conservative Court, have stressed that the key focus for this issue must essentially rest on what is best for the contracting agency — regardless of the impact on the union sector or the merit shop.

Thus, the courts have said what is crucial is not what is good for contractors or unions or even workers — but what is best for the government body procuring the construction. Ultimately the focus must be on what is best for the taxpayers.13 Because they provide substantial benefits to the project delivery process, PLAs are routinely justified under this standard and widely used in various public building programs for tens of billions of dollars worth of construction each year. There is even greater use in the private sector, where corporate owners make similar decisions based on maximum value.

The fact that PLAs also provide benefits to workers and local communities is an added advantage, but a vital one to a country that is sorely in need of new good middle class jobs. Moreover, if PLA-construction makes sense from a straight economics and business standpoint, as the growing body of evidence shows, it would be a disservice to taxpayers and local communities not to leverage such large capital investments to create good local jobs.


VI. Conclusion

As a tool for planning and executing large capital facility projects, PLAs have long been used by project owners in both the private and public sector to ensure successful project delivery of over $160 billion of construction in virtually all industries and market sectors. The benefits these agreements provide to projects owners, local communities and the construction at large are considerable and as evidence of such benefits continues to grow, reliance on this tool will continue to expand. Good tools prove themselves.
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Part I: Extensive Use of PLA Construction

Billions in Public & Private PLAs: Bldg. Trades National Project List
- Over $26 billion in public and private PLAs were reported between 2005 and 2009 per Xcel Tracking System of Building & Construction Trades Department. This includes only a partial listing of recent/pending PLAs.

Source: Building & Construction Trades Department (BCTD), AFL-CIO.

BCTD List of National Construction Agreements from 2005 to Present
- Lists 37 projects; collective value over $14.75 billion.

Source: Building & Construction Trades Department, AFL-CIO.

Cockshaw’s Report: Private Sector PLAs Become Widespread
- Industry report shows PLAs have been used for billions of dollars of projects and have become widespread in the private sector, including substantial use by many Fortune 500 companies.

- Reviews use of PLAs by leading corporations, including Bank of America, CVS, Disney, IBM, Loews, Marriott, Sunoco, Target, Toyota, U.S. Airways, Wal-Mart and Xcel.

- Cites a study by the California Research Bureau which found that private sector PLAs outnumbered public PLAs in California. Stresses that this report found “private owners specifically request that contractors use PLAs for economic reasons, labor stability and cost and scheduling factors.”


Housing Trust: Nearly 4 Billion Invested in PLA Work Over 40 Years
- The AFL-CIO Housing Investment Trust reports approximately $3.9 billion in multi-family housing development activity nationwide under PLAs and PLA-type agreements over the past decade.

- This work involved an estimated 35 million man-hours of construction work on over 37,000 housing units to revitalize communities; investments in this trust regularly yield above-average returns.

Building Trust Relies on PLAs for $6 Billion of Investments

- Since 1988, the AFL-CIO Building Investment Trust (BIT) has participated in over $6 billion in commercial real estate investment transactions.

- These investments relied on PLAs and PLA-type agreements for projects across the country involving some 30 million man-hours of construction; investments in this trust regularly yield above-average returns.


Multi-Employer Trust Uses PLAs for $10 Billion in Projects

- The Multi-Employer Property Trust's (MEPT) development, renovation, and tenant improvement investments have produced roughly $10 billion in projects built under PLAs and PLA-type agreements.

- This work involved over 52.7 million man-hours of construction; investments in this trust regularly yield above-average returns.


Part II: Federal PLA Policy

Executive Order 13502: Use of PLAs for Federal Construction Projects

- President Obama’s Executive Order of February 6, 2009 encourages federal agencies to use PLAs for large-scale federal construction projects to promote timely and efficient completion of such projects.

- This Executive Order also directs federal agencies to develop PLA implementation plans and directs the Office of Management and Budget to conduct a study on broader future use of PLAs.


Final Rule on Federal PLAs Documents PLA Successes in Public and Private Sectors and Facilitates Use for Federal Projects

- On April 13, 2010, the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) Council issued a final rule implementing E.O. 13502, removing legal and administrative roadblocks that precluded consideration of PLAs by many federal agencies. The final rule gives federal agencies broad discretion to require contractors to execute and abide by a PLA as a condition of performing work on a large-scale federal project. (75 Fed. Reg. 19168, 19172 (Apr. 13, 2010)).
• The background section of the rule documents the long and extensive use of PLAs by various governmental bodies and private corporations for all types of construction. Among other things, it notes that PLAs “have been used by the private sector for a variety of construction projects that are similar in nature to those undertaken in the public sector, including for manufacturing plants, power plants, parking structures, and stadiums.” (p. 19170).

• In addition, PLAs have been used by the federal government on dams, defense installations, atomic energy facilities, and other projects for “many decades.” (p. 19170). These agreements have also been used by State and Local governments “in all 50 States and the District of Columbia . . . [on] an array of construction projects covering an expanding range and size of projects—from schools, hospitals, roads, bridges, and police buildings, to convention centers, courthouses, manufacturing facilities, airports, power plants, transit systems, stadiums, and a prison.” (p. 19170).

• The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) uses PLAs at most of its key sites, including the Hanford Site in Washington State, the Savannah River Site in South Carolina, the Oak Ridge Reservation in Tennessee, the Nevada Test Site (NTS) (PLA in place since 1964), and the Idaho National Laboratory. In fact, as of the summer 2009, 21 of 25 DOE construction projects were either covered or slated to be covered by PLAs. (p. 19169-19170). The rule makes clear that DOE’s experience with PLAs has been positive, stating specifically that:

  Current and past DoE representatives have stated that project labor agreements have contributed to economy and efficiency of DOE construction projects, including completion of projects on time and within budget, by, among other things—

  • Providing a mechanism for coordinating wages, hours, work rules, and other terms of employment across the project;

  • Creating structure and stability through the use of broad provisions for grievance and arbitration of any disputes that may arise on site, including procedures for resolving disputes among the construction crafts;

  • Prohibiting work stoppages, slowdowns, or strikes for the duration of a project and obligating senior union management to use their best efforts to prevent any threats of disruptions of work that might arise; and

  • Ensuring expeditious access to a well trained, assured supply of skilled labor, even in remote areas where skilled labor would have otherwise been extremely difficult to find in a timely fashion.

  (p. 19170).

• Also noteworthy is the fact that the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) has used PLAs successfully on its construction projects for almost 19
years. “In the nearly 200 million man hours of work on TVA construction projects using project labor agreements, there have been no formal strikes or any organized work stoppages.” (p. 19170). Further, “[t]he rate of injury on TVA projects has also been significantly reduced, especially over the last approximately 5 years.” (p. 19170).


General Services Administration Jumpstarts Federal PLA Construction With 8 Projects Totaling Over $850 Million

- The U.S. General Services Administration (GSA), one of the largest federal purchasers of construction services, now has over $850 million in PLA construction in effect. GSA began using PLAs to coordinate some of its largest and most important projects following the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) Council’s completion of a final rule implementing President Obama’s PLA executive order.

Sources: The projects for which PLAs are being used are as follows:


Peter Rodino Federal Building, Newark, NJ ($142M), at https://www.fbo.gov/spg/GSA/PBS/2PCB/GS-02P-09-DTC-0018(N)/listing.html


Prince Kuhio Kalanianaole Federal Building, Honolulu, HI ($80M), at https://www.fbo.gov/spg/GSA/PBS/9PCS/GS-09P-09-KT-C-0103/listing.html


Extensive Use of PLAs by U.S. Department of Energy

- The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has required PLAs, which it refers to as “Site Stabilization Agreements,” for billions of dollars worth of construction projects on DOE sites.
Such agreements have been used at virtually all DOE’s main nuclear sites, which include: Hanford Site in Washington State, Savannah River Project in South Carolina, Oak Ridge Reservation in Tennessee, the Nevada Test Site and Tonopah Test Range (Area 52), Rocky Flats Plant in Colorado, and the Idaho National Laboratory (INL).

A review of project data at three of these sites indicates that over last several decades approximately 8.2 million man-hours have been worked under these agreements (Savannah River/2,830,000 man-hours; Oak Ridge/2,300,600 man-hours; and Handford/3,148,000).

An example of such an agreement is the Idaho National Laboratory agreement, entitled “INL Site Stabilization Agreement,” which was entered into as early as 1984.


Energy Bill Would Require Use of PLA on ANWR Projects


Section 6(b) of H.R. 49 would require lessees of land in ANWR to use PLAs for all on-site production, maintenance and construction. According to the bill, the PLA requirement is based on “the Government’s proprietary interest in labor stability and in the ability of labor and management to meet the particular needs and conditions” of such projects.”

Rep. Young’s bill currently has 52 co-sponsors and enjoys strong Republican support. The bill’s predecessor in the 110th Congress, H.R. 6107, had 181 co-sponsors.


Office of Management and Budget Touts Benefits of Pro-PLA Policy

Former OMB Deputy Director for Management John Koskinen testified before the Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources in support of federal PLAs in 1997, noting they have proven valuable in the public and private sectors because they “help ensure projects are completed on-time and on-budget—without accidents, delays, and unexpected costs.”

Mr. Koskinen reported that the federal government has used PLAs to build dams, defense installations and atomic energy facilities and had a particularly successful track record at DOE sites. He stressed that the
federal government should be able to reap the same benefits that private firms and state and local governments achieve from PLAs.


---

### Part III: PLAs for Nuclear Construction

#### PLA to Govern $14.5 Billion Construction of Two New Nuclear Reactors at Southern Company’s Vogtle Electric Generating Plant

- In April 2010, the Building & Construction Trades Department, AFL-CIO, and Stone Webster Construction agreed to use a PLA for the construction of the two new nuclear units at Southern Company’s Vogtle Electric Generating Plant near Waynesboro, Georgia -- the first such units constructed in the U.S. in almost four decades. In February, the project received the backing of the Obama Administration, which awarded Vogtle $8.33 billion in federal loan guarantees.

- Among other things, the PLA will ensure that the project is staffed by local workers and provide specialized training programs so that the skills honed at Vogtle can be leveraged on other nuclear projects across the country.


#### Nuclear Innovation North America LLC Chooses PLA for $13 Billion Construction of Two New Nuclear Units at South Texas Project (STP)

- In April 2010, Nuclear Innovation North America LLC (NINA), a company jointly owned by NRG Energy, Inc. and Toshiba Corporation, announced an agreement with the Building & Construction Trades Department, AFL-CIO, to use a PLA for the $13 billion construction of two new nuclear units at the South Texas Project (STP) in Matagorda County, Texas. (Press Release; Fact Sheet). The new units, commonly referred to as STP 3&4, are scheduled to come online in 2016 and 2017, respectively. (Press Release).

- “Clean reliable nuclear energy is key to meeting the environmental challenges we face as well as reducing our nation’s dependence on foreign energy,” said Steve Winn, CEO of NINA. “To ensure we can achieve these important goals and can build STP 3&4 and the many new nuclear units to follow, it is critical that we have a skilled pool of American workers. This agreement and the skilled labor it represents will help make that possible.” (Press Release).

Bechtel Construction Co. and Building Trades Unions Announce PLA for Construction of New $4 Billion Nuclear Unit at Calvert Cliffs Plant

- In June 2009, Bechtel Construction Company announced that it had entered into a PLA with the Building & Construction Trades Department, AFL-CIO, and the National Construction Alliance II for the construction of a new nuclear unit at the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant in Lusby, Maryland. (Press Release). According to Bechtel, the PLA guarantees skilled and qualified workers for the project in exchange for fair wages, benefits and working conditions for those workers. (Press Release). The estimated cost of the new unit is $4 billion. (Pelton).

- "This is an historic agreement," said Carl Rau, Bechtel Nuclear president. "It not only benefits labor and Bechtel, it benefits the entire nuclear industry as it grows to meet the country’s increasing demand for clean energy. The success of this agreement will point the way for the construction of future nuclear energy projects." (Press Release).


Part IV: PLA Construction by State & Local Governments

Alaska

Gov. Palin Endorses Use of PLA for Gasline Construction

- April 2007 article in Alaska Economic Trends by Governor Palin discusses her support for the Alaska Gasline Inducement Act (AGIA), which includes PLA requirements.

- Palin emphasizes that PLAs provide host of assurances for both management and workers, including labor stability resulting in less cost overruns, no-strike provisions which assure timeliness, opportunities to learn on the job with pay and benefits and a bidding process open to union and non-union firms.
California

PLA Successfully Employed in Solano County Government’s $113.5 Million ‘Smart-Growth’ Consolidation Effort

- In July 2005, Solano County brought together 16 departments from 15 different locations under one roof, a Government Center, as part of a $113.5 million ‘smart-growth’ consolidation effort, the largest undertaking in the 155 year-old county’s history.

- Fast-track schedule was achieved in part because of PLA. Government Center project logged 400,000 man-hours over 2.5 years without single lost-time injury. Since 80 percent of workforce came from local hiring halls or referral system, project cost was reinvested into the community.


Port of Long Beach Approves PLA for Initial Phase of $750 Million Modernization

- In a unanimous March 1, 2010 decision, the Port of Long Beach Board of Commissioners voted to adopt a PLA for the initial phase of a six year, $750 million port modernization effort. The initial phase will be approximately 15 months and employ 1,000 to 1,200 workers.

- The Board is using this initial phase to “test” the PLA concept, and considering an agreement for the entire six-year project if the initial phase is successful.

Source: Tom Gilroy, Long Beach Port Approves PLA to Cover First Phase of Port Modernization Project, 56 Construction Lab. Rep. (BNA) No. 2760 at 60 (March 11, 2010).

Riverside Community College Adopts Standard PLA for Measure C Projects Over $1 Million

- On March 16, 2010, the Riverside Community College District Board of Trustees approved a standard PLA for use on all projects which cost over $1 million and drew funding from Measure C, a $350 million bond measure that was approved by voters in 2004.

- Thirteen projects are immediately subject to the PLA.

PLA Reports From Various Public Project Owners

- Presents succinct reports from various public project owners in California about their successful experiences using PLAs for public works construction projects in various parts of the state.


Connecticut

State Legislation Requires PLAs and Local Hiring for Development Properties or Compliance with Prevailing Wage Law

- Mandates the use of a PLA or compliance with prevailing wage law in connection with construction of the Adrian’s Landing and Rentschler Field (UCONN) projects.


Illinois

Illinois Capital Development Board: PLA Program

- Reports from IL Capital Development Board show:
  - 86 active projects with PLAs worth over $259.4 million in total (as of Jan. 20, 2009).
  - 141 completed projects with PLAs worth over $1.2 billion in total (as of Jan. 2009).
  - 227 total projects with PLAs worth $1.4 billion in total.

- Capital Development Board states that it has found PLAs “to be beneficial to all parties involved in the construction process” and have “worked exceptionally well throughout the State by allowing labor and contractors to interact together to assure a timely completion of our projects.”

- Illinois Department of Transportation has a PLA program similar to the Capital Development Board for state road and highway projects.


State Legislation Requiring Grant Recipients in Renewable Fuels Development Program to Enter PLA

- Requires grant recipients under Illinois’s Renewable Fuels Development Program to enter into a PLA as a condition of receiving grant funding.

Executive Order 2003-13 Requiring Evaluation of PLAs for Works and Adoption Where PLA Advances State Interest

- Requires executive agencies, on project-by-project basis, to include a PLA on public works projects where agency determines that a PLA advances the state’s interests in terms of cost, efficiency, quality, safety, timeliness, skilled labor force, labor stability or the state’s policy to advance minority- and women-owned businesses and minority and female employment.

- Cites as basis for Executive Order the state’s compelling interest in securing highest standards of quality and efficiency at the lowest responsible cost on public works projects and the capacity of PLAs to deliver on these objectives.


Indiana

State Legislation Requiring PLA Construction of Projects by Indiana’s Stadium and Convention Building Authority

- Directs the Indiana Stadium and Convention Building Authority, as a prerequisite to the issuance of bonds for the construction, improvement, or renovation of facilities, to ensure that each associated contract or subcontract requires a PLA.


Iowa

New Iowa Corrections Projects Will Be First State PLAs

- Iowa Gov. Chet Culver signed a March 16, 2010 letter committing to requiring PLAs for the construction of the new Iowa State Penitentiary and for improvements to a women’s facility. They will be the first state projects to use PLAs; the combined cost of the projects is nearly $200 million.

Source: Mark Wolski, Governor Culver Signs Letter Requiring PLAs for Two Corrections Department Projects, 56 Construction Lab. Rep. (BNA) No. 2762 at 120 (March 25, 2010).

Gov. Culver Signs Executive Order Encouraging Use of PLAs

- On February 3, 2010, Iowa Gov. Chet Culver signed pro-PLA Executive Order 22. The order, similar to President Obama’s Executive Order 13502, encourages state agencies to consider the use of PLAs on state projects costing $25 million or more.
• The order comes in the midst of planning for several important state projects, including projects at two correctional facilities, a veterans’ home, and the University of Iowa.

Source: Mark Wolksi, Culver Signs Executive Order Requiring State Agencies to Consider Using PLAs, 55 Construction Lab. Rep. (BNA) No. 2756 at 1589 (February 11, 2010).

New Jersey

State Legislation Authorizing PLAs on Public Works

• Declares New Jersey has a compelling interest in carrying out public works projects at the lowest reasonable cost, and with the highest degree of quality, in having disputes resolved without strikes, lock-outs or delays, and in ensuring that public works projects are safe. Legislature finds PLAs advance these interests and encourages public agency use.

• Authorizes PLAs for public works projects on a project-by-project basis where certain requirements are met and when such an agreement would advance the interests of the public entity.


Executive Order No. 1 Directing Use of PLAs on Public Works Projects Where State’s Interests Would Be Advanced

• Executive Order issued in 2002 requires, on a project-by-project basis, use of PLAs on public works projects where it is determined that a PLA advances the state’s interests of cost, efficiency, quality, safety, timeliness, skilled labor force, labor stability, and the state’s policy to advance minority- and women-owned businesses.

• Among the reasons cited for the order are the state’s compelling interest in awarding public works contracts so as to ensure the highest standards of quality at the lowest cost, and the cost-savings that a highly-skilled workforce produces over time by limiting repairs and maintenance. The order also states that PLAs allow public agencies to more accurately predict a project’s actual cost and are particularly well-suited for larger, more complex projects.


New York

Mayor Bloomberg Announces Public Project PLAs Covering $5.3 Billion of Construction and Yielding Savings of Nearly $300 Million

• On November 24, 2009, Mayor Michael Bloomberg announced the creation of four separate PLAs for major public projects in New York City. Collectively, the PLAs cover $5.3 billion in construction and 32,000 jobs, and will save the City nearly $300 million over the next four years.
The PLAs provide standardized work rules, ease the City’s bidding requirements, and include provisions that ensure the participation of minorities, women, returning veterans, and recent high school graduates of New York City public schools. 


PLA Provides for Timely and Tailored Construction of the Most Advanced Microprocessor Plant in the World

- On July 24, 2009, state officials, GlobalFoundries Inc., and others broke ground on a 1.3 million square foot semiconductor wafer fabrication facility in Saratoga County. New York Times calls it “the most advanced facility of its kind in the world.”

- The project’s total capital budget is estimated at $4.2 billion, including local construction expenditures of approximately $800 million, and it will provide a boost to the regional economy.

- Governor Paterson facilitated the use of a PLA earlier this year to “smooth the way for timely construction” of this historic undertaking. The PLA takes into account the unique requirements of a world-class facility.


Gov. Pataki Issues Executive Order Requiring State Agencies to Consider PLAs for Public Construction Contracts

- Issued on February 12, 1997, Executive Order required state agencies to consider use of PLAs for public construction contracts, stressing that PLAs are “one of many tools which may be used by management and labor to promote the timely completion of public construction projects while limiting their costs,” Pataki said.


PLA Adopted by New York Dept. of Transportation Major Road Project

- On October 30, 1999, Governor Pataki announced that the State Department of Transportation would incorporate a PLA into contracts to be awarded for the reconstruction of the Cross Westchester Expressway.
“Project labor agreements are an effective means to complete projects quicker and at considerably less cost,” Pataki said. “This agreement in particular will save taxpayers more than $8 million and hasten critical improvements to ease congestion and increase safety within the I-287 corridor.”


Ohio

Summit County Ordinance Authorizing PLAs for Projects Over $500,000

- Ordinance authorizes the Summit County Executive to execute a PLA for the construction of any capital improvement project in the County where the total construction cost exceeds $500,000.
- Observes that private and public construction owners have regularly required PLAs and that PLAs have been shown to provide an effective mechanism for project staffing and planning.
- Determines that PLAs for projects with total construction costs in excess of $500,000 will advance the County’s interests in promoting timely, cost-efficient and high-quality construction with minimal delays and disruptions.


Pennsylvania

PLA Used to Coordinate $400 Million Prison Expansion Project

- Pennsylvania’s Department of General Services (DGS) is using a PLA to coordinate the construction of a $400 million prison expansion project at the Pennsylvania State Correctional Institution at Graterford (commonly referred to as “SCI Graterford”), located in Montgomery County.
- This massive expansion project is intended to address the growing problem of overcrowding in Pennsylvania’s prison system.


Philadelphia Executive Order 5-95 Encouraging Use of PLAs for Public Works Where Appropriate and Feasible

- Order issued by Mayor Ed Rendell in 1995 creates a pilot program to test the appropriateness and feasibility of PLA use on major public works projects. Under the order, agencies are authorized to use PLAs, subject to certain requirements and procedures, where appropriate and feasible with respect to the particular project.
• Order cites as a basis for the pilot the City’s compelling interest in awarding public works contracts so as to yield the lowest reasonable costs and highest quality and efficiency. Order also cites the capacity of PLAs to ensure such projects are completed at the lowest reasonable costs, by the highest quality and most professional workforce, and in a timely manner without disruptions or delay.


Rhode Island

Independent Committee Reviews Evidence, Recommends PLA for $50 Million Courthouse Construction Project

• Cockshaw discusses a legislative battle over whether to use a PLA for $50 million courthouse construction project. PLA proponents prevailed because they, unlike PLA opponents, produced actual data and statistics on benefits of PLAs and their successful use in Rhode Island.

• The independent committee tasked with making recommendations on whether to use a PLA found that they were “unable to determine a single instance in which [Rhode Island] PLA projects were not completed in a timely manner or within budget. Several were completed early and/or under budget.”


Washington, DC

PLA Success Story: Nationals Baseball Stadium Project

• Nationals Park, home to Major League Baseball’s Washington Nationals, was built under a PLA on budget and in record time. As reported by the Washington Post, the stadium needed to be completed in time for an exhibition game scheduled for March 29, 2008, “just 22 months after breaking ground in May 2006, making it one of the fastest-built ballparks ever.” (Washington Post). The Park also has the distinction of being “the nation’s first major professional stadium to become LEED Silver Certified by the U.S. Green Building Council.” (Washington Nationals).

• In addition to the above benchmarks, the PLA achieved substantial goals in the development of a skilled DC workforce. According to a report by the Laborers’ International Union of North America Local 657 at the end of January 2008, D.C. residents accounted for 87 percent of new apprentices working on the project and half of all new stadium hires. (ABC News 7).
Washington State

Gov. Lowry Executive Order Encouraging Use of PLAs on Public Works Projects

- Order issued by Governor Mike Lowry in December 2006 requires state agencies to consider PLAs, on a project-by-project basis, for public works projects where a PLA will promote labor stability and advance the state’s interest in cost, efficiency, safety, timeliness, promoting women-owned and minority-owned businesses, and other project-specific factors.

- Among the reasons cited for the order are the state’s compelling interest in securing the highest quality and efficiency at the lowest reasonable costs and the capacity of PLAs to advance these interests.


City of Seattle 2002 Housing Program: PLAs Authorized for Housing Development Where Beneficial to Project Execution

- City of Seattle provides that an applicant for housing development funding may require a PLA for his or her project upon demonstrating to the Office of Housing that a PLA would be beneficial.


$1.48 Billion Brightwater PLA Benefits Workers and Community

- King County Councilmember Carolyn Edmonds announces County Council’s approval of a PLA for construction of Brightwater wastewater treatment facility, a project valued at $1.48 billion.

- “We can’t afford cost overruns or delays on the very tight schedule this project is under,” Edmond stated. “The PLA can help prevent both.” She also noted that a PLA ensures workers a livable wage, health and retirement benefits and safe working conditions.

- “We see the success of PLA’s throughout our region,” Edmonds declared, “I expect no less from this one.”
King County Council PLA Approval for 100s of Millions of Dollars in Public Works Projects

- Members of the Metropolitan King County Council explain that their policy of expanding PLA use in the county is directly linked to their pledge to pursue responsible government upon taking office.

- The Council recommended a PLA for a $257 million Harborview Medical Center upgrade, citing the benefits and long history of PLA construction, as well as their responsibility to protect taxpayers from financial adversity.

- Emphasizes that benefits of PLA use include set terms and conditions on wages, benefits and hours, coordination among workforce factions, and fair and rapid dispute resolution. But Council also points out that the benefits of a Harborview PLA go beyond fiscal considerations. The PLA also acts as an insurance policy against disruptions of the critical life saving functions of the Medical Center.

- In response to PLA critics, Council notes that companies that have used PLA-construction as a project delivery tool include GM, Ford Motor Company, British Petroleum, Walt Disney, Toyota, Humana, Budd Company and UPS.


Part V: PLAs for School Construction

California

LA County Schools $20 Billion PLA Construction Program

- The LA County Public School System developed a PLA/Project Stabilization Agreement for a massive $20 billion school construction program; this initiative is part of one of the most significant labor-community partnerships ever formed.
• More recently a similar PLA model was used to facilitate another major building program for the LA County Re-Development Authority that will cover over $15 billion worth of public and quasi-public construction work in LA County.

• Both models incorporate the “We Build Program” as a core component of the PLA strategy. We Build is a community outreach/local workforce development program that connects local unemployed and underemployed workers with training and employment opportunities through PLA projects.

• These two building initiatives represent some of the largest construction undertakings for which PLAs are being used in California and throughout the U.S.


San Diego Unified School District Board of Education PLA for Projects Under $2.1 Billion School Construction Bond Program

• On July 28, 2009, the San Diego Unified School District Board of Education approved a PLA for school construction projects under a $2.1 billion bond measure (Proposition S), which was passed by voters in November 2008.


San Francisco Unified School District Authorized to Negotiate a PLA for School Construction Program

• Based on the results of a previously ordered review of information from Bay Area school districts, the Board of Education of the San Francisco Unified School District authorized the Superintendent, in collaboration with the City Attorney’s Office, to hire a negotiator to pursue a school construction PLA with the San Francisco Building and Construction Trades Council.


Michigan

Detroit Public Schools and Local Unions Enter Into PLA

• In April 2010, Detroit Public Schools (DPS) entered into a PLA with 18 local unions covering work under a $500.5 million bond program dedicated to school building construction and renovation. (Construction Lab. Rep.; DPS News Article).
The agreement will help the school district save $3 million in labor costs over the life of the project and establish a construction institute in Detroit schools, staffed by the unions, to help train students for careers in the building trades. (DPS News Article).


Minnesota

State Legislation Authorizing School Districts to Use PLAs After Adopting Required Resolution

- Authorizes school boards to use a PLA for school construction provided the school board adopts a written resolution authorizing PLA use at a public meeting and notice of the meeting is published 30 days in advance.


New Jersey

N.J. Schools Development Authority’s $8.6 Billion PLA Program

- The New Jersey Schools Development Authority (NJSDA) is charged with overseeing a public school construction and renovation program worth $8.6 billion over 10 years. The program was launched in July 2000 and is the largest public construction program in the state’s history.

- PLAs are authorized in all cases where project costs exceed $5 million and a PLA would advance the state’s interests. NJSDA reports that PLAs have been used uninterrupted since authorized in 2002.


New York

NYC School Construction Authority: PLA for $13.1 Billion Capital Improvement & Restructuring Program Projected to Save $500 Million

- On January 6, 2005, Mayor Michael Bloomberg announced a PLA entered into by the Department of Education and the Building and Construction Trades Council that is expected to produce $500 million in savings for school construction projects over 5 years.
• The PLA governs the relationship between New York City’s School Construction Authority, its contractors, and labor with respect to school buildings that are scheduled for rehabilitation and renovation projects under the Department of Education’s $13.1 Billion Five Year Capital Plan.


Buffalo Schools Construction Board Approves PLA Worth $1 Billion

• On March 17, 2003, the Buffalo Joint Schools Construction Board unanimously approved a PLA covering $1 billion in school construction and renovation work to be completed over 10 years.

• The PLA includes a bold effort to foster diversity in workforce through a requirement that contractors maintain apprentice programs with at least 35 percent minority and women participants.


• In a letter to Superintendent of Chautauqua Lake Central School District, James Harris, Superintendent of the City of Buffalo School District, reports that, while ABC claims initially raised doubts about PLAs, an examination of the facts and actual track record persuaded him and school board members to use a PLA.

• “I can state unequivocally that the PLA has worked in the District’s interests,” Harris said in the letter. Harris goes on to explain that he owes no duty to unions or non-union contractors, that his concern is “building a school quickly, skillfully and within budget,” and that based on his experience, he is a “converted supporter.”

Source: Letter from James Harris, Superintendent, City of Buffalo School District, to Donald Belcher, Superintendent, Chautauqua Lake Central School District (Sept. 27, 1999) (document available upon request).

Ohio

Akron Board Seeks to Replicate Success Through Additional PLAs for New School Construction Projects

• On July 20, 2009 the School Board of Akron, Ohio approved PLAs for 3 of the 5 Akron schools that are next in the pipeline for construction. The school district’s construction project is worth $800 million, though it is unclear from the article what portion of that sum belongs to PLA projects.

• Previously, only one PLA had been approved – for Leggett Elementary. However, the Board met to consider more PLAs after learning that the Leggett project employs significantly more local residents than three other elementary schools not covered by PLAs.
School board President James Hardy, also a member of the board overseeing construction, said, “We want to see if the successes from Leggett can translate into other buildings.”


Part VI: PLA Surveys, Reports & Studies

Overview of PLA Studies and Reports

- The studies and reports summarized in this overview demonstrate the value and benefits of PLA-construction for project owners and other construction users. They also dispel various myths perpetrated by PLA opponents.

- The reviewed research generally shows that PLAs enable public and private project owners to maximize efficiency and economy in construction, minimize risks, and promote timely project delivery.


Building Better: A Look at Best Practices for the Design of Project Labor Agreements

- This study begins with an overview of PLAs and the value they offer construction owners. The authors explain that PLAs are tailored to the unique challenges and conditions of the U.S. construction industry. These include the occupational or trade-specific structures of the work and of firms, the temporary nature of construction projects, and the presence of numerous trades and employers, each with their own work rules, hours, and wage scales, on larger projects. In addition, the authors identify other more recent challenges which have arisen as union representation in the industry has decreased. These include a declining apprenticeship system and related shortages in skilled labor. (pp. 4-5).

- Based on research and interviews with industry stakeholders, the authors report that PLAs have been used successfully to bring order to a diverse and decentralized industry while meeting the unique needs of the project at hand. The authors draw upon this experience in offering advice on how PLAs can be designed to: improve efficiency and innovation (pp. 10-14); expand opportunity for local residents and support community development goals (pp. 15-19); improve worker safety and health (pp. 22-27); resolve labor disputes and other disruptions that impede the on-time completion of projects (pp. 27-30); and facilitate the participation of non-
union contractors (p. 31-37). The authors conclude with a discussion of best practices for negotiating PLAs. (p. 37-41).


**Cornell University, School of Industrial and Labor Relations (2009)**

**Project Labor Agreements in New York State: In the Public Interest**

- Professor Kotler reports that PLAs have proven to be a useful management tool for achieving cost-savings as well as on-time, on-budget, and quality construction.

- Because they are negotiated pre-bid and tailored specifically to the particular needs of a single project, PLAs also allow project owners, contractors, and trade unions to anticipate and avoid potential problems.

- This report shows that PLAs serve to maximize project stability, efficiency, and productivity and minimize the risks and inconvenience to the public that often accompany large public works projects, which is why PLAs are increasingly being used by state, county and municipal agencies.

- For projects reviewed in the report, decisions to use PLAs were based on economic feasibility or due diligence studies that evaluated cost savings, risk avoidance, and other related issues.

**Source:** Fred B. Kotler, *Project Labor Agreements in New York State: In the Public Interest*, Cornell University ILR School (2009), available at [http://digitalcommons.ilr.cornell.edu/reports/22/](http://digitalcommons.ilr.cornell.edu/reports/22/).


**Project Labor Agreements**

- This study provides a detailed overview of PLAs, observing at the outset that PLAs have been used in the private and public sectors without controversy for most of their history. (p. 5). Although President George W. Bush helped to reverse this trend with an anti-PLA Executive Order in 2001, private sector use of PLAs did not slow during his administration. (pp. 12-13). This is significant because the private sector is by far the largest consumer of PLAs, accounting for 75 percent PLA use.

- The authors find major flaws with some of the previous PLA research done by the non-union contractor association ABC, the conservative free-market Beacon Hill Institute and others. For example, the authors report that the Beacon Hill’s studies in 2003 and 2004 “did an insufficient job at controlling for variables that affect construction costs. Hence, much of what was attributed of the presence of a PLA is actually explained by other variables, such as project location (e.g. the inner city) and building amenities (heating systems, swimming pools, etc.).” (p. 14).
The authors interviewed approximately forty individuals with experience working with PLAs, including public and private users and contractors. Among the benefits of PLAs cited were their ability to assure the timely completion of a project (p. 27-28), the savings produced in the final cost of a PLA project (which are not necessary reflected in the bid price) (pp. 28, 29-30), enhanced minority participation and the facilitation of worker training (pp. 28-29), and the emphasis on safety on PLA jobs (p. 29).

The authors then examined the effect of PLAs on bidding by looking at bidding behavior in adjacent San Jose, California school districts, and on costs by studying 108 school construction projects in New England. On bidding, the data showed “that the presence of a PLA has no statistically significant effect on the number of bidders per bid opening.” On costs, the authors lodged heavy criticism at various aspects of the Beacon Hill Institute’s research, most notably Beacon Hill’s failure to consider that PLA projects may be more complex and have more amenities (“why projects are build with PLAs in the first place.”) (p. 37). Contrary to Beacon Hill’s research, the authors’ thorough study of the 108 school projects revealed no impact of PLAs on project costs. (p. 37).

The authors conclude with a number of case studies that show how PLAs can be adapted to meet a number of challenges, including tight schedules and labor markets, lightly unionized regions, sites that have to remain operational during construction (e.g., airports), and community-based needs regarding career training in the trades. (p. 39-59).


Michigan State University, School of Labor & Industrial Relations (2005) The Effect of PLAs on the Cost of School Construction in New England

This study revealed major flaws in anti-PLA studies conducted by the conservative Beacon Hill Institute, finding that when more complete data models are used, the evidence shows that PLAs do not raise the cost of school construction projects. (pp. 19-21).

The authors examined the cost of 92 school construction projects in and around Massachusetts using a number of statistical models in order to examine the models’ conclusions about the cost impact of PLAs. When an overly-simplistic data model similar to the Beacon Hill Institute’s model was used, the study showed PLA projects being more expensive. However, as the authors applied progressively more complete models, accounting for differences in project characteristics such as type of school, location of the project, and other criteria, the so-called PLA cost premium disappeared. The most complete model, which incorporated all of these characteristics, showed that PLAs did not raise project costs. (p. 21).

Among the serious flaws in Beacon Hill’s research was its failure to consider that PLA projects tend to be larger and more complex, a fact that is well-known in the construction industry. For example, the data showed that PLA schools tended to be much taller, were more than twice as likely
to be amenity-intensive vocational schools, and always required demolition work as compared to just half of the non-PLA schools. (p. 6-8).

- Beacon Hill’s model also failed to consider other common-sense facts, such as the fact that high schools are more expensive and require more elaborate facilities, and the fact that urban schools cost more to build (substantially so) because of more exacting codes and the need in some cases for services such as 24 hour police protection. (pp. 10-13).

- The authors also noted that Beacon Hill’s second study corrected a few problems and added a few variables to its data model. These marginal improvements to the data model alone reduced Beacon Hill’s estimate of the cost impact of PLAs by 41 percent (p. 19).


Iowa Policy Project (2004)
Project Labor Agreements in Iowa: An Important Tool

- Report by the non-profit, non-partisan Iowa Policy Project discusses how PLAs fit into the fabric of federal labor law and state competitive bidding laws.

- Makes the case that PLA use should be expanded in the public sector because they have proven to be cost-effective, efficient, and reliable mechanisms for large or complex project delivery.

- Dispels many of the myths used by PLA opponents and shows how PLAs are common-sense management tools that facilitate successful construction project delivery and provide public and private project owners with greater value for capital investments.


Contra Costa County, California, Director of General Services (2004)
Project Labor Agreement Report

- In January 2002, Contra Costa County Board of Supervisors adopted a policy requiring any county-funded construction project with a budget of or over $1 million to include a PLA.

- Contra Costa County Director of General Services reports that union contractors submitted 44 of 62 bids for 8 projects between May 2002 and November 2003 and that bids for 5 of 8 projects subject to the PLA policy were lower than the architect/engineer’s cost estimate.
Harvard University: Joint Center for Housing Studies (2002)

**Project Labor Agreements**

- Professor John Dunlop provides a historical overview of PLAs, which have their roots in construction developments during World War II and in the post-war era at atomic energy, space, and missile sites.

- Discusses many features and benefits of PLAs, including the means to achieve efficient operations through standardized terms and conditions, clear channels of communication and direction, and a steady and reliable supply of skilled labor.

- States that it is curious that no legal or public relations assault has been made on PLAs in the private and non-profit sectors, and suspects this is because PLAs have passed the private market test.

- Notes that PLAs have been used by various private organizations, including Toyota, Boeing, Inland Steel, Arco, among others—and that many of the private owners are repeat users. Such private experience, the author submits, should validate the public PLAs and override criticism.


California Research Bureau (2001)

**Constructing California: A Review of Project Labor Agreements**

- Johnston-Dodds of the Research Bureau of the California General Assembly provides a historical overview of PLAs in California beginning with the successful Shasta Dam project.

- This study reviews 84 California PLAs, 72% of which were for private sector projects. Notes that 22 out of 23 private cogeneration electricity plants used PLAs.

- One key finding stresses that “[o]wners increasingly want PLAs in order to meet their speed-to-market demands and to ensure against delays that can be caused by worker shortages, work stoppages, or collective bargaining negotiations.”

- Study presents the views of both union and non-union contractors, public agencies, and others on PLAs. Discusses in some detail the experience that Bechtel, one of the world’s largest contractors, has had with PLAs:
Bechtel has used PLAs on more than 100 large construction projects over the last 25 years; 85 percent of PLAs used on Bechtel projects are in the private sector. Bechtel states that centralized union referral systems, training and apprenticeship programs are “positive . . . well-proven systems,” especially on larger, complex projects.

Stresses that PLAs facilitate increased cooperation and communication between management and construction workers and permit use and testing of innovative safety programs.

For example, one Bechtel PLA included a self-inspection safety program for the Shell Project during the mid-1990s. Development of this program was made possible by the PLA; after 2 million man-hours, no worker suffered an injury serious enough to warrant missing a day’s work. Bechtel now uses this program on projects all over the world.

- Highlights an innovative Port of Oakland PLA, which includes economic development, community capacity building, and social justice provisions aimed at creating local opportunities for historically disadvantaged residents and businesses.


**2001 Construction Law Update**

**The Case for Public Owner Project Labor Agreements (PLAs)**

- Authors make the case for PLAs on public works projects based on legal and factual support gleaned from court decisions as well as the authors’ extensive hands-on experience with PLAs, including their “cradle-to-grave” experience exploring, drafting, and administering the well-known Tappan Zee Bridge PLA.

- Chapter begins with an explanation of what a PLA is and is not. For example, a PLA is typically limited in time and scope to the project for which it was negotiated, (p. 114), and is not a “union only” agreement that requires contractors to be unionized in order to bid or perform work. (p. 116).

- Chapter proceeds to a succinct analysis of the litany of court decisions upholding PLAs on public works projects and, thereafter, to a discussion of the authors’ own hands-on experience on the Tappan Zee Bridge project as well as ten other major public projects. On the Tappan Zee Bridge project and six of the other projects, the authors recommended a PLA; on three others they did not recommend PLAs. (p. 127).

- On projects authors were involved with and in which PLAs were used, they report, among other things, “that in highly unionized areas, not only did PLAs save substantial amounts in construction costs, but the amounts could be quantified for each cost-saving PLA provision.” (p. 127). Overall, the authors submit that “[p]robably the best argument for PLAs in the public sector is that they have been for decades, and still are, used in the private sector by large, sophisticated, experienced developers, owners, construction managers and contractors, all of whom are driven by the profit motive.” (p. 129).
University of California, Institute for Labor and Employment (2001)

Project Labor Agreements: An Exploratory Study

- Daniel Rounds conducted a pilot study to evaluate arguments made by proponents and opponents of PLAs. Specifically, the author investigated project performance at three PLA sites: two private and one public.

- This study concludes, based on project research and interviews conducted at the three sites, that PLAs facilitated workplace cooperation, delivered highly skilled labor, did not increase project costs and reduced the likelihood of labor unrest.

Source: Daniel Rounds, Project Labor Agreements: An Exploratory Study (UCLA Institute for Labor and Employment 2001) (on file with authors).

Part VII: PLA News & Journal Reports

Boston Globe Op-Ed by Mark Erlich of New England Carpenters

The Truth About PLAs

- In a July 3, 2010 editorial in The Boston Globe, Mark Erlich, Executive Secretary-Treasurer of the New England Regional Council of Carpenters, responds to criticism regarding the UMass Building Authority’s decision to perform a $750 million overhaul of UMass Boston’s campus under a PLA.

- According to Erlich, critics’ claim that 80 percent of the construction workforce is non-union is inaccurate because it is based on self-described occupational identities and includes laborers and summer house painters. “It does not reflect the real numbers of career trade workers in commercial, institutional, and highway construction – the only parts of the industry where PLAs are ever applied.” Erlich states that the presence of union firms in non-residential construction, as documented in the highly-regarded Dodge Reports, is far a more accurate measure. It shows that union contractors actually account for “65 percent of the dollar value of Massachusetts projects.”

- Erlich also points out that PLAs are only used on larger, more complex projects, which require larger companies to do the work. “That universe is overwhelming union,” Erlich writes, as evidenced by the fact that 23 of the largest 25 general contractors in the Boston area have collective bargaining agreements.
In addition, Erlich states that any contractor can bid and use its labor force, provided it complies with the terms of the PLA; however, non-union firms choose not to do so because they would have to pay their low-wage workers more.

Erlich further writes that the claim that PLAs add costs is based on a 2003 Beacon Hill Institute school construction study that economists from Michigan State University and the University of Rhode Island have proven to be unreliable. Among other flaws, Beacon Hill “based their calculations on bid prices rather than final costs, failed to compensate for urban vs. suburban sites, ignored some schools that were built with PLAs and included others that never had PLAs.” Erlich points out that Beacon Hill was forced to revise its report, reducing its so-called PLA “premium” by 40 percent, in response to a wave of criticism. Even after that, critics of the report used Beacon Hill’s own data to show that there was “no appreciable difference” in the costs of PLA v. non-PLA construction -- the same conclusion arrived at by independent industry expert, Peter Cockshaw.


Toyota’s Record of Success With PLAs

Jeff Caldwell, former head of construction for Toyota North America, explains that he’s had numerous real world experiences with PLAs and can say “without any equivocation that they are a valuable tool for any entity seeking an economical and efficient construction process.”

Noting that Toyota has constructed numerous production facilities in the U.S. with PLAs, Mr. Caldwell notes that they ensured labor harmony and a steady supply of highly skilled and productive workers.

“In every instance the process worked beautifully,” he said, “[a]nd the proof is in the results.” Caldwell added that Toyota’s North American construction costs are roughly one-third less than other major automobile manufacturers who do not use PLAs and concluded by noting that PLAs are consistent with the vision at the core of Toyota’s global market success.

Source: Jeff Caldwell, Project Labor Agreements - Toyota’s Way (on file with authors).

PLAs Can Help Diversify Construction Work

Article states that, while PLAs provide stability on complex projects and keep them moving forward, they can also improve job opportunities for minorities, females, and low-income people who seek entry into construction trades. It cites the National’s Ballpark PLA (see page 14, infra) as a good example.
Notes efforts by groups like Transportation Equity Network and public agencies like Missouri Department of Transportation to establish pre-apprenticeship programs in PLAs in order to enhance minority, female, and low-income participation in construction projects.


PLAs Can Save Time and Money When Put Together Properly

Article by a former New York State Deputy Labor Commissioner discusses the benefits of PLAs and the likelihood that they will be used more frequently in the public sector due to an executive order by former Governor George Pataki.

PLAs can keep projects on schedule, on budget, and on the path to high-quality work, the author explains, which is why PLAs are becoming more popular, why the public sector has been using them for years, and why some of the most successful and best-run companies use them.


Cockshaw: Evaluating PLA Project Performance

November 2001 article discusses two recent studies, the first by Daniel Rounds of UCLA and the second by Kimberly Johnston-Dodds of the California Research Bureau, that demonstrate the benefits of PLAs and reject major claims of PLA opponents.


PLAs: A Construction Management Tool

Article by Mechanical Contractors Association makes the case for PLAs on private and public construction. It notes that PLAs have been used to create harmony and productivity on job-sites since the 1930s on well-recognized projects, including the Hoover Dam, the Grand Coulee Dam, the Shasta Dam, the St. Lawrence Seaway, Disney World, Cape Canaveral, the Trans-Alaska Pipeline, and the Seattle Seahawks Stadium.

Discusses ways in which PLAs deliver cost-savings and are well-suited to deliver well-trained, highly-skilled workers at a time when the U.S. is experiencing a skilled labor shortage.

Part VIII: Impact of PLAs on Apprenticeship Training

Impact of PLAs on Apprenticeship Training

- Reviews how use of PLAs promotes critical investments in and commitments to apprenticeship training in the short-term and long-term.

- Provides an overview of studies conducted in seven states that demonstrate that union programs attract and graduate a far higher percentage of apprentices, including minority and female apprentices, than programs that lack union participation. In addition, these studies show that union programs are comprehensive and train all essential trades.


Part IX: Use of PLAs to Address Industry Skill Shortages

Use of PLAs to Address Industry Skill Shortages

- Discusses how PLAs can help address industry skill shortages in the short-term and long-term. In the short-term, PLAs guard against delays by assuring project owners of access to skilled craft labor through a nationwide system of hiring halls or referral systems.

- In the long-term, PLAs permanently expand the available pool of skilled craft labor by rechanneling new and expanded training investments into established, successful apprenticeship training programs funded by new PLA-construction.

Source: Gerard M. Waites and Scott M. Seedorf, Use of PLAs to Address Industry Skill Shortages (2009) (on file with authors).